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Jul 3, 2020 So I guess someone changed the way the
editor is put in the game, making the GE V.1,3,1 no

longer work, so I made a GitHub . If you want to
use the Car Editor in GT5, you would need to install
the GE 1.3.1 first. I do not know if it is an official

update or it comes with the game, but I
recommend. . The Ge Editor appeared in Gran

Turismo 5: Prologue (GT5:P), when the game was
still in beta. Then it was made compatible with Gran
Turismo 6. The Ge Editor allows to edit 1-to-many

attributes for each cars, as well as to edit cars
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without being inside the car editor. You can also
change the. Aug 7, 2019 After spending some time,
I found out what the problem was. The GT5 Garage
Editor V1.3.1 was not compatible with GT5 v.1.10.

But the GT5 v1.10 is not compatible with GT5
v.2.0. And, due to the permission changes, the GT5
Garage Editor V1.3.1 no longer works . In the GT5

Garage Editor V1.3.1 you have three different
tools: DLC Editor, Car Editor and the Check Tool.
The main tool is the DLC Editor, that allow you to
go to the DLC database for the game and change
what you want. The DLC Editor can only be used
by the owner of the DLC, the Car Editor allow the

other users, and the Check Tool allow the
developer(s) for the DLC to debug the game. May
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2, 2016 ParCode: The GT5 Garage Editor V.1.3.1
compatible with GT5 v1.9 and GT5-Car Editor

V.1.1.x is included with the download. Here are a
few options to address the problem of EDITORS
not being compatible between versions. Nov 5,

2019 So here we go the GT5 Garage Editor V 1.3.1
work in GT5 v.1.11 and in GT5-Car Editor v 1.1.x.

- Sorry to say that but so far, I do not find any
solutions that allow to use the GT5 Garage Editor V
1.3.1 in GT5-Car Editor V 1.0.x. The explanation

from Iggy: The
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Apr 20, 2019 Anybody use GT5 garage editor, It
seems like different people are having trouble
installing GT5. Thanks anyway . A: The Garage
Editor is a standalone application that can be used to
add or remove content from a copy of GT5. There are
two ways to obtain the Garage Editor: Instructions on
how to get the standalone Garage Editor can be found
here There is a version available on Steam (if you
know what you're doing, you can install it from the
Steam client itself) that will also download the base
game for you (and any DLC), and will install and run
the Garage Editor inside of it Anyway, what you want
is the standalone version of the Garage Editor. Here's
a link to the download page: The official
documentation for the Garage Editor can be found
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